An exploration on effectiveness of anonymous peer assessment strategy in online formative assessments
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Abstract—This Research in Practice WIP paper presents findings to quantify the effectiveness of using online peer assessment strategy through Moodle workshop tool in a Communications and Information Technology online and blended course. The study focused on the reliability and validity of grades given by graders using Moodle workshop tool. All assessments were also manually graded by facilitators as independent variable for comparison with final Moodle grade allocated by Moodle workshop tool. The quasi-experimental study was conducted in a compulsory undergraduate course across 14 campuses on formative procedural knowledge assessment. Assessments from five graders were considered for analysis where students were also allowed to self-assess their work as one of the graders. The methods used for data analysis were descriptive statistics, correlation, inter rater reliability tests and validity tests applied at 95% confidence level. The findings for peer assessment activity were reliable and valid within 0.8 inter-rater agreement with self-assessment and without self-assessment. Furthermore, the final peer assessment grade allocated by Moodle workshop tool was consistent with the facilitator grade. However, Mann Whitney-U test revealed a significant difference between Moodle grade and facilitator grade for online and blended modes mostly due to: the understanding of the online students on the assessment itself, assess to ICT tools and internet connection facilities while grading peers work and the marking variance of the facilitators. The growing demand in recent years from employers and other stakeholders that graduates should have the experience in transferable skills before joining the work sector has triggered Higher Education Institutions (HEI) around the world to rethink, remodel and redesign assessments which complements the teaching and learning of 21st century learners. The academics from HEI are moving towards designing assessments which enhance student experience by including transferable skills comprising of communication, critical thinking, collaboration/teamwork and self-management skills [1] [2]. In many HEIs, these transferable skills are reflected in their graduate attributes and normally captured in the strategic plans [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]. Learning is a lifelong and life-wide process where in all works of life people learn from making judgments about one another. In HEI, student learning are no different as students learn from one another by sharing ideas and working collaboratively in team projects while at the same time providing constructive feedback on others work. Peer Assessment (PA) can be a useful pedagogy and an effective assessment approach for student learning at HEI. PA comes with a range of benefits but also presents some challenges [8] [9]. Students become assessors within the context of participation in practice; that is, the kinds of highly contextualized learning faced in real-life and work [10]. According to literature, self-assessment and PA have been defined as a pedagogical plan that enables students to have self-paced learning, identify their own strengths and weaknesses, target areas of remediation and develop meta-cognitive skills [9] [10]. For the purpose of this study, we will use the definitions stipulated in [1] with appropriate modifications.  

- Self-assessment: students grade, judge and make decisions on their own work against particular criteria provided by facilitators.
- Peer-assessment: students grade and give feedback on the work of their peers against particular criteria provided by facilitators.

This study aims to explore the efficacy of using anonymous online PA strategy through Moodle workshop tool in a course offered through online and blended modes. Studies have been carried out using PA in various disciplines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. However, there is very limited literature on the use of online PA in the Pacific context which creates a potential research opportunity. Therefore, exploring PA in online and blended mode course will add great insights to current literature on PA from HEIs in the Pacific. Given the above aim, the following two research questions were derived:

RQ1. How reliable and valid are the student grades, when anonymous PA strategy is used in online formative assessments?

RQ2. What is the effect of using anonymous PA strategy:

RQ 2a. On student grades against facilitator grades in online and blended mode of study?

RQ 2b. On student grades of male and female students against the facilitator grade?

In remaining sections of this paper, section II outlines a literature review on PA, section III provides details of research methodology, followed by section IV with results
and discussion and section V outlining conclusions. Towards the end, limitations and future are also presented.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Learning Management System (LMS)

According to an educational point of view, LMS is a web-based software system used for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of educational courses to students on all modes of study [16]. Student interaction is through the means of online forums, and various online assessments including quizzes, assignments, lessons and peer assessments can be delivered via an LMS [7] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]. One of the popular LMS used by HEI is Modular Object Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment (Moodle) [18].

B. Peer Assessment

PA has many benefits and has been used by the education system around the world in various subject domains including technology [11], educational design [12] [13] [23], english [24], presentation Skills [14], science [15], and business [25]. In addition, PA is an online activity which has inherited the social influence requiring the trust between the assessor and assessee [26]. Due to this, researchers have argued that the quality of PA can be improved if it is administered under anonymous setting where the anonymity of assessor and assessee can be either unidirectional or bidirectional [11] [12] [13] [23] [24] [14] [15] [25]. Under unidirectional settings either the assessor or the assessee are anonymous compared to bidirectional setting where both the assessor and the assessee are anonymous [27]. According to [27], careful orchestration is need when considering the use of PA for online formative assessments. This includes PA moderating variables comprising of PA aids (i.e. marking rubrics and guides), PA grading (i.e. assessors are allowed to grade peers work and give feedback) and anonymity type (i.e. unidirectional or bidirectional). Apart from these, studies have very rarely reported on a standard number of assessments needed to be graded under peer grading moderating variable. Two studies [12] [14], have reported high number of assessments to be allocated per assessor. Furthermore, the reliability and validity of PA is mostly affected by grader, rubric and student socio-cultural background [25]. As such the need for verifying the reliability and validity of administering PA in the South Pacific context is fairly important for generalization. Tests such as inter-rater agreement, Cronbach alpha test, and parametric or non-parametric help to verify reliability and validity of data [25]. Mixed results were reported by studies in review article [27], where the sample size was not suitable for generalization of results and the effect of anonymity on PA results. Peer grading accuracy under anonymity setting also needs further investigation as only two studies have found participants giving lower grades under anonymous settings [23] [24]. A large scale study will serve as the catalyst for future studies in Pacific context and also contribute to overall literature on PA. Finally, provided student assessment is carried out fairly under anonymous setting, PA will reduce the workload of facilitators in courses with large enrollments. The following hypotheses were formulated to answer the derived research questions for this study:

H1: Student PA grades will be valid at the 0.80 interrater agreement level.
H2: There is no significance difference in student and facilitator grades between online and blended modes of study.
H3: There is no significance difference in student and facilitator grades across both gender.

III. METHODOLOGY

The quasi-experimental research design utilizes quantitative search methods to explore the effectiveness of using PA strategy in a course offered in online and blended modes of delivery. The study was designed to collect students’ performance data and use quantitative techniques to test selected hypotheses [28].

A. Background

The University of the South Pacific is a regional multi-campus, higher education institution in South Pacific which was established in 1968. The university is collectively owned by its 12 member countries (see Fig. 1) where each member country houses at least one campus with its main campus based in Fiji [6]. The main campus coordinates and facilitates most of the courses in online, blended, face-to-face and print modes, and more recently ventured in to cohort-based programmes [7] and emergency remote teaching.

Fig. 1. Member Countries of USP connected through USPNet [6].

Fig. 2. Moodle Workshop setup for selected assessment

B. Settings

The course chosen for this study from USP is UU100 – Communications and Information literacy. It is a generic 14-week first year course offered in blended and online modes. Students enrolled in the blended study mode were required to attend mandatory weekly laboratory classes, whereas students in the online mode were provided support with non-mandatory virtual support sessions. The aim of this course is to ensure all incoming students develop knowledge and competence in Information and Communications Technology.
(ICT) skills and Research Skills. UU100 course comprises of an array of assessments including weekly topic assessments, online review quizzes, assignment and e-portfolio activities. Majority of the assessments are submitted online through the dropbox in Moodle with turnitin similarity check service enabled.

C. Data collection and analysis

The study was focussed on performance data of students’ who participated in online PA activity through Moodle workshop tool. The quantitative data were extracted from Moodle backend database by writing Structured Query Language (SQL) queries where the participants were made aware of the data use process and their identification will be kept strictly confidential. The project received ethics approval from th universities’ ethics committee for the use to student data.

D. Selected Assessment description and PA setup variables

The assessment selected for the study was an information technology component of UU100 course titled simple text-based reports (Topic 3), where the students had to complete a task using Microsoft word 2013 and above. The assessment was purely skills based and had a predefined answer. Online and blended mode students used one single Moodle page where grouping feature was used to manage the students and both group of students were given the same assessment (Topic 3).

The PA aids used to administer the online formative assessment were instructional video and pdf guide for peer grading, criteria and rubric, training where students have to mark the samples before engaging in actual grading process, self-assessment was enable where students were allowed to assess their own work and privacy option where anonymity of assessor and assesse with teacher presence.

The online PA tool used for the study was Moodle workshop tool which includes a four phase process (see Fig. 2). Setup phase is the initial phase where the facilitator organizes the settings of workshop module with required instructions for participants. In the submission phase, the participants submit their work according to the restricted timeframe. The submission start and end dates can be specified for participant reference. The instructor has to control in monitoring submissions report. In the assessment phase, instructors have the option to configure a mandatory training option where the participants own submission, G2 to G5 are peer graders mark, F is facilitator grade marked by an expert manually and M is grade allocated by Moodle workshop tool which is the average of G1 to G5 and refers to student grades in research question. For the purpose of this study only assessments with five grades were selected for analysis (N=326) out of 1512 submissions. The primary reason for this is the set criteria where students were allocated five assessments to grade including their own assessment. The total marks Topic 3 submission was out of 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment variable</th>
<th>G1</th>
<th>G2</th>
<th>G3</th>
<th>G4</th>
<th>G5</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Demographics

The demographic distribution of N = 326 participants is presented in Fig. 3 and 4 by gender, mode of study and campus respectively. Majority of the participants were female (66.30%), compared to male (33.70%). Moreover, 52.80% of the participants were online mode students compared to 47.20% blended mode students. A dominant 55.80% of students were from main campus (Fiji - Laucala campus), followed by Vanuatu (13.20%), Solomon Islands (11.70%), while participants from other campuses were less than 5%.

![Fig. 3. Provides demographic data by gender and study mode of PA graders](Image)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data analysis was carried out with SPSS-25 using an array of statistical analysis consisting of descriptive statistics, normality test, reliability analysis, inter-item and inter-class correlation and Mann-Whitney U tests. The reliability analysis Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.863, which is greater than the benchmark of 0.70, indicating a very good internal consistency.

To test the normality of performance data, Shapiro-Wilk test was carried out as shown in Table III. Since p-value < 0.05 for all variables G1 to M, the data does not follow normal distribution and further analysis followed non-parametric tests. The descriptive statistics outlined in Table III, shows mean and standard deviation of grades. The self-assessment was 13.979 with SD = 2.3021, while other grades G2, G3, G4, G5, F, M have consistent mean and standard deviation. The validity and reliability of PA of the study under moderating variables PA aids, peer grading and bidirectional
TABLE II. MANN-WHITNEY U TEST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Online and blended study mode comparison</th>
<th>Gender comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12965.500</td>
<td>11107.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27843.500</td>
<td>25985.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-329</td>
<td>-2.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.742</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.742</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anonymity are shown in Fig. 5. Since the participants of this study were from various social-cultural background and study mode. It became equally important to prove, there are no disagreements between peer graders. Table IV, shows there as positive correlation between all five (G1:G5) grades, facilitator (F) and Moodle (M) grade.

Along with Cronbach’s alpha = 0.863 > 0.70 and intra-class correlation coefficient of 0.857 which is comparable to the Kappa inter-rater [30] [31] shown in Fig.5.
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